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Short Description

The 11ft Octagon Auto Tilt Instant Market Umbrella by Treasure Garden.

Description

Summer is here and we know you don't want to wait weeks to get your 11' Octagon Auto-Tilt Umbrella! These
options are stocked and will ship same day if ordered by 12pm PST and the next day if ordered after.

With one hand the umbrella can easily be raised or lowered with a traditional style crank. This same crank
also allows the user to tilt the umbrella up to 45 degrees for protection against morning and afternoon sun.
With 95 Sq ft of shade coverage this is a great patio umbrella for large tables and lounge sets. We
recommend an 80lb base or larger to accommodate this patio umbrella. Made with a sturdy, rust proof
aluminum frame in Bronze, Anthracite, and Black. We only offer this in a Double Wind Vent which is
recommended for medium to strong winds. For durability, easy use and maximum features this is an
excellent patio Umbrella! Base not included.
Includes

11' Octagon Auto-Tilt Umbrella

Dimensions

Height: 105.4"
Coverage: 100 sq. ft.
Pole: 1.5"
Weight (Double Wind Vent): 21 lbs
Number of Ribs: 8

Features

11' Octagon Auto-Tilt Umbrella
Crank lift system
Auto-Tilt system
Frame available in Bronze, Anthracite, Black
Double WInd Vent
36" Bottom Pole
Recommended minimum of 80lbs

About The FabricsOf the two fabric major brands we offer, this custom patio umbrella in, Sunbrella® is
considered the best, and O'Bravia™ ranks a close second. These brands use the same legendary solution-
dyed acrylic process.

100% Solution-Dyed Acrylic Fabrics - 5 Years Warranty
Acrylic fabric has become the standard for outdoor use, and we are proud to offer 100% Solution-Dyed
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Acrylic fabric choices from top mills like Sunbrella, Outdura, Sunbury, Docril, and Bella-Dura. Acrylic is a
durable and colorfast fabric, and is the #1 choice of fabrics for outdoor umbrellas. All of these fine fabrics
carry a 5 Year Warranty against fading.

100% Solution-Dyed Polyester Fabrics - 4 Year Warranty (Grade C Fabrics)
100% Solution-Dyed Polyester- O'Bravia™ is a proprietary line of environmentally friendly outdoor fabrics. It
combines many of the same advantages as more expensive acrylic options, and is backed by a 4 year
warranty covering loss of color or strength from normal exposure including sunlight, mildew and rot.

About The Manufacturer

Treasure Garden has built a reputation of leadership by producing top quality, custom-made, handcrafted
umbrellas. Combining advanced technology with the latest color and fabric trends, we continue to enhance
our products and their performance every year. We are committed to providing the largest and most
innovative selection of shade solutions to suit all your needs and include umbrella lighting and furniture
cover protection.

Additional Information

SKU UM812-UB

Brand Treasure Garden

Ships Out Estimate 1-5 Business Days

Residential Warranty
Frame: 2 Years
Sunbrella/Bella-Dura: 5 Years
O'Bravia: 4 Years

Fabric View Fabric Options

DISC Instant Umbrella | 11' Octagon
Auto-Tilt Umbrella

$396.00
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